
Crews – Control

CrewCommCenter is a customized crew 
communication system designed for maritime 
satellite communication for the Inmarsat, 
Iridium & V-Sat networks. The system offers a 
complete set of features as an on-board 
Internet Café, but where the ship owner can 
ensure a IT secured environment with data and 
time usage limits, bandwidth control, content 
control and satellite transmissions cost 
control.
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CrewCommCenter

Crews – Control
Keep your crew connected and the 
costs under control with SMSGlobal 
CrewCommCenter. Communication, 
media, and information keep crew in 
touch with the people they love – all 
with the usage & cost controls that 
ship owners and service providers 
love.

Crew Communications
Keep your crew in touch with the people and 
information that matter most to them, with the 
data controls that matter most to you.

Crew Media
Informed and in-touch crew members are 
happier, better workers.



Shore Portal Se@MeNow Subscriptions
The shore portal is the heart 
of the CrewCommCenter 
system were ship owners 
and service providers have 
full control and statistical 
overview of the vessels. 

Se@MeNow messenger is an 
iOS and Android application 
which offers data text chat, 
video and audio calls using 
WebRTC protocols for 
low-data consumption using 
peer-to-peer technology.

All system features can be 
configured for the crew to 
use for free or charged 
through pre-paid reloads.

Optimized Web Browser. Web sites 
are compressed up to 70% of its 
original sizes, with flash, video & 
audio streaming block as option, 
mobile browsing option, bandwidth 
control, data usage and time limit 
per crew member per day/month 
confi�gurable.

Online Chat with Yahoo, MSN, AIM 
& Facebook. Chat for 500 minutes 
for less than 1MB. Text based only 
chat client that blocks all graphics, 
themes, icons, �file sharing and 
video/sound streaming.

Global News feature with 
International and National news in 
multilingual languages provided 
daily to the crew accounts.

Announcement Board enables the 
Ship managers to send internal 
corporate bulletins to their crew 
members at sea. Free or Pre-paid 
inbound & outbound E-mails &
SMS text messages world-wide.

Local Chinese and Philippines SMS 
Gateways. Loved ones on shore 
can send SMS text messages to the 
seafarers on the vessels world-wide 
for local rates. Support for all 
International languages including
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, 
Russian and Arabic.

Individual & private E-mail and SMS 
mailboxes that follows crew from 
vessel to vessel. Web-mail access 
while on shore.
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